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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Basic Concepts
A distributed system consists of a collection of autonomous computers linked by a
computer network and equipped with distributed system software [16]. Distributed
systems are implemented on hardware platforms that vary in size from a few
workstations interconnected by a single local area network to thousands of computers
connected via multiple wide area networks. Distributed processing involves cooperation
among several loosely coupled computers communicating over a network. Distributed
systems provide cost effective means for resource sharing and extensibility, and obtain
potential increases in performance, reliability, and fault tolerance [5, 7, 9, 11]. The
improvements in performance and program reliability are mainly due to the ability of
distributed systems to effectively share the load between processors. Redundancy of
resources ensures that the system is fault-tolerant and thereby increases the reliability of
the distributed system.
A typical distributed system consists of processing units, communication links
memory units, data files and programs. The resources are interconnected through a
communication network that dictates the flow of information between the processing
elements. In a networked distributed system, a successful completion of a program
requires that the program should have access to all the data files required by it. Since the
processing units and the interconnecting links have a certain probability of being

functional, there is a certain probability associated with the program being functional.
Reliability is an important issue in the design of a distributed system. A large amount of
work has been devoted to developing algorithms to compute measures of reliability of
distributed systems. Since the reliability problem in distributed systems is NP-Complete
[11], development of an effective approach for the reliability analysis has been an
important topic of research in recent times.
A distributed system can be represented by a graph G (V, E), where the set V
corresponds to the processing units (nodes) and the set E, corresponds to the
communication links (edges). In Fig 1.1, a node Xj hosts a set of files F, and a set of
programs Pj. Several copies of the files and programs can be distributed in the system. A
program Pj, needs a set of files FNj to execute successfully.
FN,={F,,F2,F3}
FN2={F2, F4}
FN3={F,,F2,F3,F4}

Figure 1.1: A simple Distributed Computing
System

The distributed computing system shown in Fig. 1.1 consists of four processing
units that run three different programs distributed in a redundant manner among the
processing units. The processing nodes (X|, X2, X3, and X4) are connected by links X12,
Xi3, X23. X34. Processing node Xi contains two data files Fi and F2 and can run program
Pi. Program Pi needs to communicate with other nodes for accessing data files required to
successfully complete execution.

1.2 Motivation
Various algorithms have been proposed to calculate the reliability of distributed
systems [5, 7, 9, 10, 11. 12, 13]. Most of these algorithms are based on either a graphtheoretic approach [9] or on the Factoring theorem [7, 10, II]. An algorithm based on
Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) is presented in [5]. The SPN based approach in [5] uses
minimal file spanning trees (MFSTs) as input to evaluate program reliability. This
approach can be easily extended to include performability, and availability. This results
in the SPN-based approach being more desirable. Since there is no efficient scheme to
find the MFSTs, there is a need to investigate ways of finding the MFSTs for a given
distributed system.

1.3 Document Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 deals
with a preliminary survey required in the context of this thesis. A brief survey of the
algorithms to find the reliability of distributed systems is also presented. A comparison
3

with the K-terminal reliability problem is presented along with the complexity analysis of
the reliability problem of distributed systems. Chapter 3 explains the MFST algorithm
that was proposed by Kumar, Hariri and Raghavendra in [9] and points out some of the
deficiencies of this approach. Chapter 4 evaluates the use of the SPN model in finding the
reliability of distributed systems. Chapter 5 states the problem statement with emphasis to
the investigation of better algorithms to find MFSTs and presents a new algorithm called
FMFST (Faster Minimal File Spanning Trees) algorithm that was developed as a result of
the research conducted. The algorithm is formally described and complexity analysis is
presented. Implementation details are dealt with in Chapter 6. Comparisons of the
FMFST algorithm with existing algorithms are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 deals
with conclusions and future work.

CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the background information required in the context of this
thesis. Section 2X deals with terminology and definitions. Some of the common
reliability measures that have been used in the context of computer networks are defined
in section 2.3. Several approaches that have been proposed by researchers to solve the
reliability problem in distributed systems are presented in section 2.4. The K-terminal
reliability problem is compared with the distributed program reliability in section 2.5.
Section 2.6 deals with the complexity of the DPR problem and the need for faster
algorithms.

2.2

Notation and Definitions

The notation and definitions used in the rest of this thesis are summarized as
follows.
G (V, E):

Undirected DCS graph in which V are the set of PU's and E represent the
communication links, where n is the number of PU's (nodes) and e is the
number of communication links (edges).

n:

Number of nodes in the DCS.

e:

Number of links in the DCS.

m,.-

number of nodes in which program Pj is present.
5

Xj:

Node representing the /''' computer system in the network.

Xi.j:

Link between node X, and node Xj. where / can be any integer between 0
and n-l.

Pi.j(qij):

Probability that link Xy works(fails).

Fi:

The /"' data file.

Pi:

The /" distributed program where / can be any number between 0 and
infinity.

PAj:

Set of programs that can be run on node X,.

FAJ:

Set of data files that are available at processing element X,.

FNJ:

Set of data files needed to successfully execute program P,.

FST:

It is a spanning tree that connects the root node (i.e. the PU that runs the
program under consideration) to some other nodes such that its vertices
hold all the needed files (FN,) for the program under consideration.

MFST:

It is a File Spanning Tree (FST) not embedded in any other FST.

K-Tree:

A minimal set of elements of G that ensures connectivity between the
node under consideration and set of terminals K.

Reliability:

The reliability, R(t), of a component is defined as the probability that the
component will operate correctly until time t, given that it was operational
at time 0.

X {{):

Failure rate.

2.3 Reliability Measures
Traditional reliability evaluation measures include source-to-terminal (SMT),
computer network reliability, survivability index, and multi terminal reliability [9]. The
SMT reliability is defined as the probability that a specified processing node can reach
every other processing node in the network. The computer network reliability is defined
as the probability that each PU in the network can communicate with all the other nodes.
The survivability index is a quantitative measure of the survivability of a distributed
system which is defined as the expected number of programs that remain operational
after some combinations of links and nodes have failed. The multi-terminal reliability is
the probability that at least one path exists between a subset of processing nodes. These
measures are widely used in the context of computer networks. But in the case of
distributed systems, they cannot be used effectively because they cannot capture the
effects of redundant distribution of programs and data files [10, 11, 12, 13].
Two measures of reliability of distributed systems are introduced in [9] and are:
1. Distributed program reliability (DPR)
2. Distributed system reliability (DSR).
Distributed program reliability is the reliability that a program can run successfully
and be able to access all the files required by it even in the presence of faulty nodes or
links.
Distributed system reliability is defined as the probability that all the distributed
programs are able to run successfully.

Consider the distributed computing system shown in Fig. 1.1 which consists of
four processing units that run three different programs distributed in a redundant manner
among the processing units. The processing elements (Xi, X2, X3, and X4) are connected
by links X 12, X13, X23, X34. Processing node Xi contains two data files Fi and F2 and can
run program Pi Program Pi needs to communicate with other nodes for accessing data
files required to successfully complete execution. Detailed information for other
programs is shown in Fig 1.1.
Program Pi requires Fi, F2, and F3 to complete its execution in the DCS. Note that
program Pi can run from either Xi or X4. The minimal file spanning trees can then be
evaluated to be
MFSTi =Xi X12X2.
MFST2 = X3X34X4
MFST3=X2X23X3Xi3Xi.
MFST4=X2X23X3X24X4.
The DPR for program Pi is then defined as the probability that at least one of
these MFSTs is working.
DPR= Pr (at least one MFST of Pi is working).

(2.1)

To generalize expression (2.1) let us assume that there are k MFSTs (Ti, T2... T^)
and that (Ei, E2... E^t) denote the events in which these trees are working. The DPR is, by
definition, given as

(

k

U^-

DPR = Pr

(2.2)

By using conditional probability, the events considered in (2.2) can be
decomposed into mutually exclusive events as shown in (2.3)

DP/? = Pr(£,)-hPr(£,).Pr(£;|£j-h--Pr(£j.Pr(E;A£,A...£,„_,|£„,)

(2.3)

where Pr(£\ £",) denotes the conditional probability that MFSTi is in the failure state
given that MFSTT is in the operational state.
The Distributed System Reliability is the probability that all programs are
working and is represented as

r

\

III

(2.4)

DSR = Pr f]PRG,
i=\

where m is the number of programs in the DCS and PRGi is the event that Pj completes
execution successfully. Let us denote the set of all MFSTs associated with a program Pi
by MFST(Pi). The distributed system reliability can be written in terms of the probability
of the intersection of the set of all minimal file spanning trees of each program as shown
in (5).

f "'

DSR = Pr f\MFST{P,)

\

(2.5)

2.4 Common Reliability Algorithms
Several methods have been proposed to find the DPR and DSR of a distributed
system. Some of the most important among the available schemes are briefly discussed.
Minimum file Spanning Tree (MFST) algorithm [9] is a two step algorithm to
find the DPR and DSR. It first generates all the MFSTs of a distributed system and uses a
terminal reliability algorithm like SYREL [6] to calculate the reliability. This approach is
explained in detail in the next chapter.
Minimum file Spanning Forest (MFSF) algorithm [8] uses the concept of
forests to calculate DSR. It is a two step method involving enumeration of the sub-graphs
and then using a terminal reliability algorithm to find the system reliability. It is based on
a graph-theoretic approach and is built on the same lines as the MFST algorithm. This
algorithm provides a way to directly calculate the DSR instead of using the MFST
algorithm m times where m is the number of programs in the DCS. This increases the
efficiency of the algorithm and is desirable in the case of large distributed systems. The
algorithm proceeds by enumerating all the sub graphs that will provide the required paths
to run all the programs of a given set. This approach is very similar to the MFST
approach, but instead of trees it finds the minimal file spanning forests. This algorithm
traverses the graph systematically to obtain directly all MFSF's that provide the
necessary accessibility for processing the given program. Just like the MFST algorithm,
the MFSF approach also generates the forests in the non-decreasing order of their sizes.
The authors have introduced two new reliability measures viz. distributed program-user
reliability (DPUR) and distributed

system-user reliability. DPUR describes
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the

probability that one user located at a site, say s, can run a distributed program
successfully. Similarly, the DSUR describes the probability that a user located at a site
can execute all the programs of the DCS. SYREL [6] has been used to evaluate the DSR
expression.
Fast Algorithm for Reliability Evaluation (FARE) algorithm [3, 7] computes the
software system reliability directly using a connection matrix. FARE does not require a
priori knowledge of the mulfi-terminal connections to determine a reliability expression.
Therefore, it avoids the complexity involved in enumerating the connections. It processes
a 2-D array derived from the connection. It uses a "depth first search" [2] strategy for tree
generation and is very economical in terms of memory requirements as it stores
information only for links and never stores the complete tree for the procedure. This
algorithm is considered superior to MFST algorithm because it uses the extended
conservative policy to prevent state explosion during the expansion process. The number
of new nodes created during the expansion is proportional to the in-degree of the node in
the graph that is under consideration. This algorithm though fast cannot be used to
calculate reliability of distributed programs running from multiple nodes, which restrict
its application [11, 13].
FST_SPR algorithm [12] is an efficient, unified algorithm for finding distributed
program reliability and distributed system reliability. It uses a graph-cutting technique for
determination of DPR. The computation of the reliability expression is carried out by
unionizing all the disjoint probability graphs that are generated by graph cutting and are
represented as FST's. This approach guarantees that no replicated FST's will be
11

generated during the FST generating process. To speed up the evaluation process, series
and parallel reductions are carried out on the input graph. FST_SPR is different from
other algorithms like [1, 2, 3] in the fact that the existing algorithms use the concept of
tree growing while the FST_SPR uses the concept of graph cutting. They introduce the
term Link State Probability (LSP), which is defined as a set of link states representing the
probability space of each FST. The reliability computafion is simple and consistent
through a special union operation LSP. This algorithm performs better than the MFST
and MFSF algorithms.
Fast Reliability Evaluation Algorithm (FREA) [13] is an improvement over the
FST_SPR algorithm and uses reliability preserving reductions to speed up the calculation
of DPR and DSR. This algorithm is based on the generalized factoring theorem and
employs several reliability-preserving reductions to reduce the size of the computational
tree. The use of the generalized factoring theorem implies that all sub graphs generated
will be completely disjoint and therefore, no replicated trees will be generated. Since
disjoint trees are generated, there is no need to remove replicated trees or use a two step
procedure used in [9]. The use of various reliability-preserving reduction techniques
implies that the size of the graph will be reduced, and therefore, fewer sub-graphs will be
generated. This algorithm is similar to the FST_SPR algorithm, but differs in the fact
that, in FREA the edges incident to the nodes containing the executing programs are
substituted to factor for the edges of a spanning tree found in FST_SPR. Hence, FREA
does not incur the computational cost of searching for a spanning tree in each induced
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graph, and it is in general more efficient than FST_SPR [11]. Thus FREA is much faster
than the MFST algorithm.
Modified Fast Reliability Evaluation Algorithm (MFREA) [11] is another
improvement to the FREA algorithm. It is very similar to FREA. It incorporates several
reduction techniques that were not used in FREA. These reduction techniques generally
speed up the evaluation of the reliability expression for most topologies of networks.
The various reliability algorithms presented earlier are summarized in the
following figure (Fig 2.1).
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2.5 Comparison with the K-terminal problem
The calculation of DPR is based on the same principles as that of calculafing the
K-terminal reliability. However, unlike the K-terminal problem, where K-terminal nodes
are fixed, the distributed program reliability problem does not have K fixed nodes. The
K-terminal nodes in the distributed program analysis can be changed dynamically due to
the effect of node or link failure [11]. Obviously, if there are no replicated files in the
system, the DPR problem reduces to the K-terminal problem in which the K set is the set
of nodes that contain the data files required by the program. According to Chen and Lin
[13], the network reliability problem is said to be static-oriented whereas the DPR
problem is dynamically oriented. DPR problem is considered to be much more complex
and difficult than network reliability problem.
The fastest method to compute the K-terminal problem has been to use the
factoring theorem [13]. Several papers have addressed the worst case computational
complexity and optimality of factoring theorem and related algorithms, for example
Chang [14], and Satyanarayana and Chang [15] to name a few. It is a well-known fact
that the K-terminal problem is NP-Complete or NP-Hard [1]. Since the DPR problem is
considered to be much more complex than the K-terminal problem, the DPR problem is
also NP-Complete.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MFST ALGORITHM

3.1 Details of the algorithm
The MFST algorithm was proposed by Kumar et al. [9]. It utilizes the concept of
minimal file spanning trees to derive the reliability of the DCS. It is a two step approach
for the reliability analysis of distributed systems. The algorithm first generates all the
MFSTs and then uses a terminal reliability algorithm such as SYREL [6] to calculate the
reliability of the DCS. The MFST algorithm is a breadth first search algorithm. The
minimal file spanning trees are generated in non-decreasing order of their sizes, where
size is defined as the number of links in a MFST. First, all MFSTs of size 0 are
determined; this occurs when there exists some processing units that run a program PRGj
and have all the files required for successful execution. Next, all MFSTs of size 1 are
determined. This procedure is repeated for all possible sizes of MFSTs up to 72 - 1, where
n is the number of nodes in the DCS.
The procedure used to construct the MFSTs consists of a checking step and an
expanding step. In the checking step, trees that have been generated so far, which are in a
list called TRY, will be tested to determine whether or not the vertices Vi of each tree t in
TRY has all the needed files (FNi) for executing PRGi. A tree t is an MFST if its vertices
have all the required files, i.e.

15

[j

FA,

3

FN ,

(3.1)

V ;e V,

Let fin(t) be the set of all the missing files that are in the set FNi but are not
available at the vertices of the tree t and FOUND be the list of all minimal file spanning
trees that have been generated so far. It is clear that for any FST t,fi7i(t)=(p.
In addition to checking whether or not a tree is an FST, it is also necessary to
check if the FST is an MFST. This is accomplished by checking the following condition

V MFSTi G FOUND, MFSTi n t ^ MFST,

(3.2)

Once the checking process is done, the list TRY will have all the trees that are not
MFSTs and therefore their/„f/j's are not empty. The expanding step is necessary to
increase the size of each tree in TRY by connecting each vertex of the tree to a new
adjacent vertex hoping that the adjacent vertex will have the required files. The MFST
algorithm has a complexity of 0( if) where n is the number of nodes in the graph and e is
the maximum in-degree of any node in the input graph [7]. More details of the algorithm
are available in [9].

3.2 Formal Description
The formal description of the MFST algorithm is as follows.
3.2.1 MFST algorithm
Step 1: Initialization.
TRY = PAp
16

FOUND = 0
for ally G TRY do
/.,(;•; = FNp - FAj
endfor
Step 2: Generate all MFSTs
repeat
2.1 Checking step
ifCHECK(r)then
begin
add t to FOUND
remove t from TRY
end
2.2 Expanding step
NEW = 0
for all t G TRY do
Add EXPAND(t) to NEW
endfor
TRY=CLEANUP ( NEW )
until (TRY = 0 )
end (*MFST *)

CHECK(t)
if r is a MFST
returns TRUE
else
returns FALSE
endif
end(* CHECK*).
17

3.3 Drawbacks of this approach
One of the major disadvantages of this approach that has been widely criticized in
[7, 10, 11, 12, 13] is that duplication of trees occurs when expanding the trees. This is
shown in the cleanup procedure given in the algorithm. The cleanup procedure removes
all replicated trees from the list TRY. It has been shown that considerable amount of time
is spent in the cleanup procedure [11]. Another criticism of the MFST algorithm is that
extra effort has to be expended to generate the reliability expression. Since the concept of
MFSTs is also used in the calculation of reliability using Stochastic Petri Nets, an
efficient algorithm is required to generate MFSTs which will eliminate the drawbacks of
the MFST algorithm and thereby reduce the time spent in finding MFSTs.

CHAPTER 4
THE SPN BASED APPROACH

4.1 Introduction to Stochastic Petri Nets
A Petri Net is a directed graph whose underlying graph N is directed, weighted,
and bipartite [4]. Petri nets have three components, viz. places, transitions and tokens. A
transition can only fire if it is enabled and all its input places have at least one token.
When a transition fires, the tokens in the input places are transferred to the output places.
P N s and their dynamic behavior can be captured in mathematical notation via state
vectors. . Given a PN with k places, a marking q of the PN is denoted as Mq. A kdimension vector describes a marking, whose /''' component denotes the number of tokens
in place p,. MQ denotes an initial marking of a PN. A particular PN with an underlying
graph N is denoted by (N. Mo). The reachability graph of a PN is a graph GR(M, A )where
the vertex set M is the set of all possible markings for the PN and the edge set A consists
of all possible transition firings transforming one marking to the other.
Stochastic Petri Nets are Petri nets in which there is a randomly distributed delay
between the enabling and firing of transitions. The reachability graph of a bounded SPN
is isomorphic to a finite Markov chain [5] if the firing delay between transitions is
exponentially distributed. The markings of the reachability graph comprise the state space
of a Markov chain and the transition rate between any two states X, and Xj is the sum of
all firing delays for the transitions transforming Mi to Mj.
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4.2 Evaluation of DPR using SPN
In the case of Petri Nets, the DPR of any program in the DCS is in the form of a
logical expression and is evaluated as follows. If there are M different MFSTs that
support execution of a particular program, we define the expression,

M

G = Y,^^f^ST,

(4.1)

/=i

which describes the connectivity of a particular program. Each MFST is an AND
expression of the form:

MFST ,„ = n

S: U 8,j

(4.2)

Where the binary variable gi evaluates as follows:
If node /• is functional.

(4.3)

Otherwise.

Likewise gij for a link connecting node / and /. The set ll,,, contains all the
components (nodes and links) found in the m"' MFST. A program will run successfully in
the presence of faulty nodes and links as long as the above expression evaluates to one.
20

Otherwise, when the program in no longer supported, the system is considered to have
failed. The allocation of programs and files determines a logical expression g obtained by
enumerating the MFSTs or redundant paths involved in the execution of the program. For
example, in Fig.l.l the expression g for program Pi is given as follows

g = glglgll

+ g3g4g34 + glg2g3g23gl3 + g2g3g4g23g24-

(4.4)

To determine the reliability of a given program P„ an SPN model is derived and
solved given the failure rates of both links and nodes.
A place is assigned to each node and to each set of interconnecting links between
two nodes. Each place may contain more than one token which correspond to the number
Xi of processing units in node / or the number Xij of links between node / and j . The
timed transitions represent the exponential failure occurrence of each component type.
Each transition r,./ fires at a rate A, that is the failure rate of the corresponding component.
The model only generates those states that correspond to the hardware configuration that
supports the execution of P.
Note that if Xi>0 (there is at least one token in the corresponding place), then the
node / is active. Likewise if Xij>0, there is at least one active link between nodes / andy.
Since the communication links are assumed full duplex then g,y= gji.
Any marking generated which does not satisfy the above equation for g, is an
absorbing marking. Therefore all absorbing markings can be merged into one easily
21

identifiable marking, by firing transition ta, which is an immediate transition that will
flush all places when the following enabling function is safisfied.

^ = gY.is.-^gij).

(4.5)

i*j

Thus, ta is enabled only when g is not satisfied and at least one place is empty.
Further details are given in [5].
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CHAPTER 5
FAST GENERATION OF MFSTs

5.1 Introduction
The goal of the research was to develop alternate methods that would help us
generate MFSTs faster. One possible solution was to develop a Depth-First algorithm. In
a depth first algorithm, the maximum depth that can occur is equal to the number of
nodes in the network [2]. Since memory utilization is a linear function of the tree depth,
memory utilization will be less. Replicated trees will still be generated, hence we
researched ways to eliminate the generation of replicated trees. The FMFST algorithm
was developed as the result of the researched conducted and is explained in the next
section.
It is well known that computing K-terminal reliability is in general NP-Complete
[1]. Since the DPR problem is a special case of the K-terminal problem, the DPR
problem is also NP-Complete [11]. However graph reduction techniques have been used
to speed up the K-terminal reliability problem. We have explored ways to speed up the
generation of minimal file spanning trees by researching the possibility of applying
graph-reductions on the input network. If the size of the network for which the MFSTs
have to be determined could be reduced, then the time taken to generate the MFSTs could
also be reduced.
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5.2 The FMFST Algorithm
Patrvardhan et al. [20] presented a polynomial time algorithm (GenK-Trees) to
find a K-tree. They used the notion of node blocking to overcome the problem of
generating replicated trees while finding a K-tree. A term called "elder brother of a node"
is used to denote a node that is traversed earlier in the depth-first search expansion
procedure. GenK-Trees maintains a list of blocked nodes (T) and passes it on to the
recursive calls to indicate that these nodes are blocked and need not be expanded. GenKtrees has a time complexity of O(e.m) where e is the number of edges and m is
proportional to the number of nodes in the network.
FMFST is also based on the concept of node blocking and uses some of the
concepts used in [20]. FMFST is a depth-first search approach to generate all the MFSTs
of a DCS. The algorithm starts with a single node and uses a recursive approach to
generate further MFSTs. Using an edge removal method solves the problem of generating
replicated trees. Edges that are traversed earlier in the expansion process are removed
(i.e. they are blocked from further expansion) from the input graph as all the MFSTs
containing them would already have been found. Elder brother nodes that have been
traversed are deleted temporarily from the input graph 'G' to speed up the algorithm.
This deletion leads to an automatic blocking of nodes and there is no need to pass on the
list of blocked nodes in the recursive calls. This automatic blocking ensures that
replicated trees are not generated.
The FMFST algorithm can be formally described as follows.

5.2.1 FMFST algorithm
begin
/* Initialization */
G = the original DCS graph
FOUND=0
/•= the program for which the MFSTs are to be found.
/*

Generate minimal file spanning trees */

for all nodes/ j e G and containing P, do
FindMFST (J. FNi - FAj)
remove j from G
end
end ( =^FMFST*)
FindMFST ( r . »
begin
/*

t is the tree under consideration
fn is the set of files needed by t to become a FST
*/

1. if fn = 0 then
/* MS a FST. Add to FOUND if MFST */
ifCHECK(r)then
add t to FOUND
endif
return
endif
2.r=0
3. for V edges a = (x,y) e G 3x e t and v^ t do
•X. G = G - a /* remove e from G */
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5. FindMFST(m-.//z-FA, )
6.T=T+{a}
endfor
7. G = G - H r
end (*FindMFST*)

CHECK(t)
begin
/* this function returns a true value when t is an MFST
and can be added to FOUND */
CHECK = false
for all trees tree G FOUND do
if r c tree then
remove tree from FOUND
CHECK = true
endif
endfor
for all trees tree G FOUND do
if tree a t then
CHECK = false
endif
endfor
end (*CHECK*).
Some of the benefits of the FMFST algorithm are
1. Polynomial time complexity.
2. No replicated trees are generated.
3. Memory utilization is less.
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4. Easy to implement.

5.3 Complexity Analysis
The FMFST procedure has a complexity of O(n.e.k) where n is the number of
nodes in the DCS, e is the number of edges, and k is the number of MFSTs. The proof is
similar to the proof presented in [20].
Theorem: FMFST has a complexity O(n.e.k).
Proof:
The complexity can be analyzed by examining each step exclusive of procedure calls.
1. Step 1 has a complexity of O(e.k) since here we check if tree t is an MFST and if true
we add it to the found list. Since this check has to be performed against k possible
MFSTs, and the maximum size of each MFST can be e, the complexity is hence
O(e.k).
2. Step 2 is 0(1) as it is simply an assignment operation.
3. Step 3 is a loop and has a maximum complexity of 0(e) since the maximum number
of edges that can belong to G is e.
4. Step 4 removes an edge from the input graph and this can be carried out in 0(1).
5. Step 5 is a procedure call and hence 0(1).
6. Step 6 adds an list to the input graph and can be done in 0(1) depending on the data
structures used.
Thus, if procedure calls are excluded the complexity is O(e.k). Since this is a
depth first algorithm, the maximum depth that can occur is equal to the number of edges
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in the input graph, the complexity will be O(e.k). Thus an MFST requires a maximum
effort of O(e.k). Since the maximum number of nodes that contain the program under
consideration can be /i, FMFST has a complexity of O(n.e.k).
If the distributed program for which we have to find MFSTs is not replicated, i.e,
it is present only in one node. FMFST can generate all the minimal file spanning trees in
O(e.k) time.
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The FMFST algorithm was developed in the C programming language. This was
due to the availability of the SPN package only on the UNIX platform. The SPN Package
provides library interface and provides implementations for various Petri Net functions.
The algorithm was used as a module in the SPNP package. DPR was evaluated for a 3
node DCS. A modular approach was used which enables us to add on more features
and/or improvements to the program later.
Since the algorithms that were implemented involved a lot of set operations, like
Union, Intersection etc, linked lists are used as the fundamental data structure. This
selection was influenced by the need to preserve memory utilization by the program.
Linked lists provide us with an efficient way to dynamically manage memory.
The FMFST algorithm has been integrated with the existing SPN package and it
was used to find DPR. The two approaches were compared and the results are presented
in Table 7.3.
Different algorithms can be compared correctly only if they are compared in the
same environment. Comparisons made in [11, 12, 13] are made on the IBM RS/6000
workstation. Due to the non-availability of the IBM RS/6000 machine, we had to
compare the schemes on either an IBM/Pentium machine or on the Sun workstation. An
unsuccessful attempt was made to contact the authors of MFST and SYREL. Due to the
non-availability

of these algorithms, the MFST
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and SYREL

algorithms

were

implemented and used to compare with the FMFST algorithm and also with the SPN
Package algorithm. Similar data structures were used for the MFST and SYREL
algorithms to judge the performance accurately.
The summary of operations that were carried out can be stated as follows:
1. Implemented the MFST algorithm by Kumar [9].
2. Implemented an improved MFST generation algorithm (FMFST algorithm).
3. Compared the approaches in terms of time, memory and sub graphs generated.
4. Investigated the effect of using graph reduction techniques to improve the
performance of the MFST algorithm and implemented some reduction schemes.
5. Implemented a terminal reliability evaluation algorithm (SYREL [6]) and evaluated
reliability.
6. Validated the results obtained with those published in [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13].
7. Integrated the MFST and FMFST algorithm with the SPN model and the DPR was
calculated.
8. Compared the results obtained with those obtained using SYREL.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARISON OF FMFST WITH EXISTING ALGORITHMS

In this chapter comparisons are made between Kumar's (MFST) algorithm [9]
and FMFST algorithm. The SPN-based approach is also compared with traditional
reliability evaluating measures. The FMFST algorithm was tested on an IBM Pentium
166/32MB machine. The MFST algorithm was also implemented and tested under the
same conditions. The number of sub-graphs generated during the MFST generation and
the time taken to generate all MFSTs were used as a comparative index. To speed up
algorithm execution, several simple reduction schemes were used and are described in the
appendix.
Some assumptions that were made during the comparison of the approaches are as
follows
1. Failure independence: When a fault occurs in the system, it is assumed that no
secondary faults occur.
2. Failure rate X: The failure rates, X\, used in the SPN-based approach are
assumed to be exponentially distributed.
3. Fixed Probability: The probabilities for the nodes/edges (pij) used in SYREL
are assumed to have a fixed value that does not depend on time.
For example, Pi,j(0 = 0-9 V t.
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MFST and FMFST algorithms were compared for a well-known computer
communication network, the ARPA network [10, 11, 12, 13], which has 21 nodes and 26
edges as an input to the algorithms. A total of 12 data files and 10 programs are assumed
to be distributed among various nodes in the ARPA network. The data file distribution
and program distribution are given in Table 7.1. A comparison of the number of subgraphs generated and the time taken to generate all MFSTs are presented in Table 7.2.

CASE

HARVARD

UCLA

Figure 7.1. ARPA Network
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Table 7.1 Data file Distribution for the ARPA network.
Node File Distribution
1

P b F2, Fe

2

P3, F3, Fii

3

F7

4

Pio, Fio

5

F3,F6

6

P8,F5

7

Fn

8

P9, F|2

9

P5, F4, Fg

10

F9, Fjo

11

F,,F7

12

F5

13

Fio

14

P2,Fi,F2

15

P4, F4, F7

16

Fs

17

F3

18

F6, F9

19

P7,F,

20

F5

21

P6,F2
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Table 7.2 Comparison of the number of sub-graphs generated and execution times for
different algorithms for the ARPA network (Figure. 7.1) under IBM Pendum/32MB
workstafion.
Program

No

No

generated

of

sub-graphs Execution Time (sec)

No of MFSTs

MFST

FMFST

MFST

FMFST

MFST

FMFST

Pi

9218

1569

3.034

0.361

101

101

P2

19538

2689

16.964

0.461

40

40

P3

8426

1533

2.644

0.32

56

56

P4

-

7168

>300

1.543

-

105

P5

386

144

0.19

0.09

24

24

P6

1752

415

0.46

0.12

35

35

6811

>200

1.032

-

50

P7

Ps

31566

2453

18.647

0.321

49

49

P9

2291

419

0.461

0.101

24

24

8988

>200

1.663

-
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Pio

To test the validity of our implementations of the MFST, FMFST, and SYREL
algorithms, they were compared with the results obtained by Ke and Wang in [21]. The
benchmark network used in [21] Gij was where j < i and 7 => G with Ni to Nj being
completely connected. The benchmark network Gge is shown in Figure 7.2. The data file
distributions are presented in Table 7.3. The results obtained are presented in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.2: Benchmark network Gs.e

Table 7.3 Data file distribution for the benchmark network
Node
Data file distribution
1

Fi,F2,F3,Pi

2

F2. F3, F4

3

F3, F4, F5

4

F4, F5, F6

5

F5, F6, F7

6

Fe, F7, Fg

7

Fi, F7, Fg

8

Fi, F2, Fg

9

F3, F7, Fg

10

Fi, F4, F7
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Table 7.4:Comparison with the results obtained in [21]

DPR

Benchmark Network

DPR (as published in
[21])

G8:4

0.891551

0.891551

Gl0:4

0.889355

0.889355

^8:6

0.898896

0.898896

Gg:?

0.899061

0.899061

Gi0:7

0.8990

0.899057

For the DCS shown in Figure 1.1, the DPR was evaluated using both the SPNbased approach and traditional reliability algorithms. The results obtained using SPNP
[12] package are compared with the results obtained using SYREL in Table 7.5. It is to
be noted that the SPNP [12] package requires us to provide failure rates A,

whereas

SYREL requires us to provide a constant probability. In this thesis, we have used the
probability of the nodes/edges to remain functional to calculate the approximate value of
the failure rates for the node/edges, which is used in the SPNP package.

Table 7.5: Comparison with the SPN-based approach.
Stochastic Petri Nets Based Approach
Terminal reliability
(SPNP [12])

Algorithms (SYREL)
P

DPR

t

A

DPR

0.9

0.94770

0.5

0.21072

0.94697100

0.9

0.94770

1.0

0.10536

0.94697101

0.9

0.94770

1.5

0.07024

0.94697105

0.9

0.94770

2.0

0.05268

0.94697146
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

One of the ways to evaluate the reliability of distributed computing systems is by
first generating all the minimal file spanning trees and then applying any terminal
reliability algorithm to obtain the reliability expression. One of the results reported in this
thesis is the development of an efficient algorithm (FMFST) to fully enumerate the
minimal file spanning trees for a distributed computing system. FMFST is a depth-search
algorithm with a polynomial time complexity. Several reduction techniques that improve
the performance of MFST algorithms are also presented. FMFST has been tested against
existing algorithms and it is found to be extremely efficient in terms of the number of
sub-graphs generated, time taken to generate MFSTs, and memory requirements. This
claim is supported by the actual results shown in Table 7.2. It is also shown that FMFST
is highly superior when compared to the MFST algorithm presented by Kumar, et al. This
makes FMFST ideal to handle large networks efficiently.
Comparisons between tradifional reliability evaluating techniques and SPN-based
techniques have shown that traditional techniques are much faster than the SPN-based
approach. This is mainly due to the fact that a large number of states have to be generated
and analyzed when the SPN-based approach is used. But the ability of the SPN-based
approach to include performability, dependability analysis and the fact that it is based on
the Markov process, makes it worthy of consideration.
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Future work would involve the investigation of faster reliability algorithms that
would help us calculate the DPR with greater speed. The use of Stochastic Petri nets has
some obvious advantages. But it is restricted by the fact that reliability analysis takes a
large amount of time. Future work could involve the use of reduction techniques to solve
stochastic Petri-net based models more efficiently.
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APPENDIX

Al Reductions
It is possible to apply some reduction techniques on the input graph so as to
reduce the size of G. Since the time taken to generate all the MFSTs is dependent on the
size of G, it is possible to speedup the algorithm by reducing the number of nodes and
edges in the graph. Reduction schemes have been used successfully in [10], [11], [12]
along with the factoring theorem [15] to calculate DPR.
The reduction schemes applied to the input graph G are described in the next
paragraphs.
A1.1

Irrelevant Component Deletion
Consider a node /z, in a graph G that is not connected to any other node in the

Graph. That is /i, has an in-degree of zero. If n, does not contain all of the required data
files, it is safe to delete this node. This is safe because there is no path that can include
this node.
A 1.2

Series Reductions
Consider node nj, nz, and nj in a network G. If e(ni, nz)^ G, e(n2, n3)EG, and

e(ni, ns) € G and \f n2 does not contain any of the required data files,
i.e. FA„2 n FN,a = 0 ,
it is possible to replace the edges e(n,, iij) and e(n2, ns) by a single edge e(nj, iij). This
node can be expanded after all the MFSTs have been found.
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A 1.3

Degree-1 Reductions
Consider a node /2, in a graph G that has an in-degree of one. If the files in n, are a

subset of the files contained in its parent, or if «, does not contain any of their required
data files, then it is safe to delete this node. For example:

If FA4 c FA2 or if FA4 n FNi = 0 , then it is
safe to remove node 4.
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